
SAMPLE 10-DAY PLAN FOR WRITING WORKSHOP 
Personal Narrative Writing, 9th Grade 

Teachers will be covering conflict, characterization, plot development, figurative language & literary 
devices, mood, and description through the teaching of literature.  These elements will figure into the 
Writing Workshop Plan. 

DAY 1:  Mentor Text & Idea Generating: Conflict-focus literature discussion/instruction; conflict writing  
prompt with teacher conferring; share/discuss examples 

Example: Write about a time you struggled to make a decision to trust someone else. (The young 
man in “The Lady or the Tiger.” ) OR Write about a time that you tried to be something or 
someone you’re not (The woman in “The Necklace”) 

 
DAY 2:  Mentor Text & Idea Generating: Conflict-focus literature discussion/instruction; conflict writing 
prompt with teacher conferring; share/discuss examples 

Example: Write about a time that you were in a fight with someone for a long time and you had 
to choose to continue to fight or end it (The feuding neighbors in “The Interlopers”) OR Write 
about a time you were in conflict with nature (“Most Dangerous Game” & “The Sound of 
Thunder”) 
 

DAY 3: Mentor text: descriptive details: What are descriptive details? How/Why does a writer add 
description?; student practice: add description to one of your conflict entries; share (students) your 
best descriptive sentence.  
             
DAY 4: Mini-lesson: sentence structure (phrases/clauses): How to construct a sentence and avoid run-
ons and fragments; Student drafting (teacher conferring) – develop one of the conflict prompts into a 
narrative; complete draft    (Students should have a complete first draft by the next Writing Workshop 
day)                                                       
 
DAY 5: Mentor text: establishing mood: What is the mood?  How does the writer create it?  How can we 
create it? (connotation/denotation, words & mood); whole class activity: word association (Example: 
Write the word “red” on the board and have students write a list of the first things they think of, discuss 
their responses [death vs. love] & how certain words create a certain impression/mood, connect to how 
writers create mood); independent student activity: write a poem using words from the list that 
maintains a clear and consistent mood. 
 
DAY 6: Guided Revision of draft (teacher conferring): Add/change words and appropriate descriptive 
details to create and maintain a mood appropriate to the topic/purpose of the narrative (Students 
should complete draft 2 by the next Writing Workshop day) 
 
 
 
 



 
 
DAY 7: Mini-lesson: plot development: Review necessary elements of plot; sequencing, etc . . .; Teacher 
model: Determining major events and sequencing in your writing; Student practice/revision: 
determining major scenes/plot elements of his/her narrative and sequencing within the narrative (could 
be done with sticky notes that students could manipulate to see how a different order would create a 
different effect); Share & Discuss (pair or whole group depending on assignment) 
 
DAY 8: Mentor text: figurative language/literary devices (which ones you choose should be determined 
by your literary focus; Teacher model: crafting and inserting figurative language & literary devices into 
writing; Student practice: finding places in the draft for figurative language/lit devices; crafting 
figurative language examples appropriate to narrative; Share: at least one original figurative language 
example 
 
DAY 9: Guided revision (teacher conferring): plot development & figurative language/literary devices:  
Rework sequencing to achieve appropriate plot development for topic/purpose; add figurative language 
and literary devices (Students should complete draft 3 by the next Writing Workshop day) 
 
DAY 10: Teacher model of successful peer review; Guided peer and self-review: Students will work in 
pairs with a guided revision assignment.  (Students could read their essay to their partners so they can 
hear it aloud; students should communicate, verbally and in writing, their revisions)   From these 
revisions and discussions, students should prepare to revise draft 3 and turn in a final draft shortly 
thereafter.   
 
 

 

 


